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Abstract

Elite migration is one of the phenomena faced by the country for several years and if there are no ways to counteract it, 

we will see this phenomenon as well. And this is a kind of loss of a large capital called elite and educated manpower. 

The brain drain has been trapped by young people for many years, as a social disas ter, especially in Third World 

countries. This dilemma, which, according to the pathologis ts, is known to have been exploited by Third World 

countries by developed countries, And one of the mos t devas tating social crises. Some scholars also believe that the 

government should provide a s tate for creativity, innovation and elite products bringing them to the market with a 

comfortable imagination in this case, the elites can also meet market needs. Social science experts believe that in the 

case of phenomenon (brain drain), society mus t be provided with a suitable platform for the elites to be used in every 

respect. So that the elites do not get out of the country and the phenomenon of brain drain does not take place. If the 

elite are motivated and targeted, and the conditions and facilities for their research activities are provided, they can take 

effective s teps in the direction of excellence, progress and development of the country.
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